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CONTROLLABLE DRIVE
ACTUATORS

For
Space Applications

The unparalleled performance with minimum volume of our standard modular components makes our rotary and linear actuators ideal

for high reliability applications which are exposed to hostile space environments. CDA's polymide based insulation system and high
grade stainless steel construction motors, gearboxes, and rotary transducers provide ideal controllable drive actuator solutions for
rotary and linear systems used in space environment applications. Standard design features include class H225 insulation system,

matched coefficient of expansion materials, and high strength gearing. The operational environment range for our typical space

application spans from below -269'C to above +240"C in a hard vacuum. Higher operating temperatures are available on request.

Our entire product line is based on rugged modular desiga concepts. At the heart of our actuators are the high power density and

highly reliable motors. We may conf,rgure any of our nine frame size motors as Brushless Permanent Magnet Motors, DC Stepper

Motors, AC Induction Motors or AC Synchronous Motors. Any of these motors may be complimented with our equally durable rate

or position transducers. Precision machining of the motor interface to the high strength gearing modules assures reliable, high

efficiency performance and operation.

A distinct advantage of CDA's modular product line is the high torque and power output capacity within an extremely small diameter

actuator package. This advantage makes our actuators ideal for space applications where size and weight are at a premium.

Custom windings, operational voltages, frequencies, motor drive configurations, and mechanical interface options increase design

flexibility for mechanism desiga engineers who must work with size constraints and limited electronic control options.

Customers Include:
* NASA
* Lockheed Martin
* Northrop Grumman
* JPL
* NRL
* Sener
* Kongsberg
* Astrium
* Applied Physics Laboratory

Applications Include:
* Deployment Motor/Damper
* Lens Focus Actuator
x Fan and Valve Motors
* Filter Wheel Drive
* Trimming Motor
* Gimbal Pointing Actuator
* Door Actuators

For Further information, or product literature request, call CDA directly or email us at mail(glcda-intelcom.corr.r for an immediate

response to your requirement needs.
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